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TROY, Mich — Waveform Technology, a leading Metro-Detroit Internet 
service provider and data center operator, announced today their 
application to Detroit Edison’s SolarCurrents Utility-Owned Program. 
Detroit Edison is looking for multiple businesses with suitable rooftops 
or level ground area to provide space for solar power generation 
plants. Waveform Technology is one of several applicants to the 
program. 

If selected by Detroit Edison to participate, Waveform Technology will 
allow Detroit Edison to install a solar power plant on the roof of 
Waveform’s Troy, Michigan Data Center. Waveform Technology plans 
to use the SolarCurrents program to increase the amount of renewable 
energy used to power the Michigan Data Center, one of Metro Detroit’s 
largest public data centers. 

“American businesses are increasingly reliant on Internet services 
which need data centers: from E-Mail and websites to mobile 



applications and disaster recovery,” said Waveform representative 
Noel Montales. “The problem is that we need a tremendous amount of 
electrical energy to power those services, and more often that not that 
electricity comes form ‘dirty’ sources, like coal and oil.” 

“If Detroit Edison chooses the Michigan Data Center as one of the sites 
for the SolarCurrents Program then we’ll ensure that a fair portion of 
our electricity comes from a completely clean and renewable source: 
the sun,” continued Mr. Montales. “It makes us greener, but more 
importantly, it makes the IT departments of our clients a whole lot 
greener!” 

SolarCurrents is one of the largest distributed programs in the country, 
and Detroit Edison will generate 15 megawatts of renewable electricity 
through the Utility-Owned portion. More information about the 
SolarCurrents program is available at 
http://www.dteenergy.com/solar. 

About Waveform Technology LLC: 
Waveform Technology is a privately held facilities-based Internet 
service provider and data center operator based in Troy, Michigan. 
Waveform offers a wide range of data services throughout southeast 
Michigan and operates a 400 mile fiber network. Waveform has 
provided Internet connections to small and medium sized businesses, 
as well as many education and non-profit organizations, since 1994. 
Waveform’s Troy Data Center is a world class facility that provides 
colocation for tenants of all sizes. More information is available 
at http://www.michigan-colocation.com or by calling 248-784-7000. 
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